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ANSWERS/SOLUTIONS 

Level 1 = {F - Functional, C - Comprehension} 

Level 2 = {I - Investigative, A - Analysis} 

Level 3 = {G - Generative, S - Synthesis} 

Instructions: 

1. Answer all questions. 

2. Write neatly and legibly. 

3. This paper consists of 7 pages. 

Question 1 Error Handling [11]  

Examiners :  

First : Dr W van Staden  

Second : Mr D Bischoff  

External : Mr AAK Buitendag (  TUT  )  
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string in a MsgBox, only if the length of the string is less than or equal to 40 digits. 

 

ments to handle errors? [2] 

Solution: (C) Using if...then statements it becomes difficult to handle nested 

errorsTry...catch handles nesting of errors transparently 

Question 2 Modules and Procedures [5] 

(a) Differentiate between declaring a form variable public and

 declaring it 

 

) a in Statement Finally Explain the of purpose Try...C the ( a [2]  clause. atch 

Solution: (  C  )  

This is a piece of code that will execute, which is used always up, clean to e.g.  

files.  open close to 

( b ) Write a sub which accepts a parameter of type string. The s ub should display the  

exception. generic a should longer, is it throw If it [7]  

Solution:  

)  (  G  

public sub print(a As String )  
If a.length > 40 then  

New Exception("String long!")  too Throw 
Else  

MsgBox(a)  
If  End 

Sub  End 

( c ) What is the benefit of using Try...Catch statements over j ust using If...Then state 

private . [2]  

Solution: )  (  F  

any Public variables can be accessed by calling statement, a vari nd private 

bl ables can only be called by statements from within the same ock of code  

( the form)  

( b ) Clearly explain why one would place a function procedure in a module as opposed  
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to placing it in a form. Does this mean we should never place function procedures in 

forms? Clearly explain your answer. [3] Functions are placed in modules if they should 

have global scope. No, functions are placed in forms if the function relates to the 

functionality of that form only. 

Question 3 Files and String manipulation [24]  

(a) Declare a record in VB syntax which will be used to store a soccer team’s name, their 

home-field, the number of supporters they have, and the number of times 

 

Saunders,H,22 

Vahed,P,24 

Naidoo,A,33 

Mabila,Q,22 

Values are separated with a comma, and the fields are: surname, initial, age 

PSL the won they’ve title. [6]  

Solution: A,C,S  (  )  

Structure Team  

(100)> < VBFixedString Public name as String  
< VBFixedString (7)> Public home_field as String  

As Integer  Public num_fans 
As Integer  Public num_victories 

End Structure  

( b ) Consider the following content of a text file:  

Solution:  

(  A  )  
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i. Create a function procedure CountEntries which accepts two parameters: one 

of type integer, and one of type string. The function returns an integer as result. The 

string parameter is the name of a file on disk. The function reads the file (which has 

the same format as provided above) and counts the number of entries (lines) in the 

file. You may assume the file exists (there is 

 
and an age as parameters and returns the age frequency for the integer parameter (the 

age-frequency is the number of times an age occurs in a file divided by the number 

of entries in the file; the format of the file will be as provided at the start of this 

question). 

Also, assume a function called CountAges exists. CountAges accepts an age 

(integer) and a file name (string) as parameters and returns an integer indicating the 

number of times the age appears in the file. Also assume a function called 

CountEntries exists which accepts a file name (string) as parameter and returns 

the number of entries (lines) in the file. 

dim line = strmrdr.Readline()  

and counter  to adding count += 1 ’for both reading 
Loop  

’close the file  
strmrdr.close()  

return count  

End Function  

ii. Write a function procedure called AgeFrequency which accepts a file name,  

exists). it if determine to need no [11]  

Solution:  
)  S  (  

countEntries(_  Function Public 

Integer  As ) String As filename ByVal 

= 0  Integer As count Dim 

strmrdr As System.IO.StreamReader  Dim 

for file the ’Open reading  
System.IO.StreamReader(fileName)  new = strmrdr 

file  the of the until text of line one end ’Read 

strmrdr.EndOfStream  Until Do 
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Use the CountAges, and CountEntries functions described to write the 

AgeFrequency function. (Hint: Start by writing down the steps you need to 

Question 4 Classes and Objects [23]  

 
application. [4] 

Solution: (A) Modifying one part of the program does not impact other parts of the 

program , development can happen in parallel once the design has been finalised 

(c) Write a snippet of code which defines an abstract base class to represent Accounts at a 

bank. Provide a property for the account’s type (saving, cheque, and so on). It should not 

be possible to change the account’s type. 

The interest on different accounts are calculated differently. Ensure that subclasses of 

your class implement a function called calcInterest – do not provide 

base is. class ( a ) Explain what a [2]  

Solution:  

(  C  )  

Classes that are extendedby other classes.  

( b ) Explain the benefit of using the MVC approach in designing and implementing an  

working a to take get exists. file the assume not Do solution). [7]  

Solution:  
(  G,S  )  

AgeFrequency(_  Public Function 
ByVal age As Integer,  

String) As Double  ByVal FileName As 

As Dim entry_counter Integer = 0  
Integer = 0  Dim age_counter As 

( If System.File.Exists(FileName )) Then  
As entry_counter = CountEntires(Filename)  Integer 

age_counter As Integer _  = 
Filename)  CountAges(age, 

Else  
exist")  not does MsgBox("File 

Endif  

worry about divide ’If zero...  we don’t by 
return age_counter / entry_counter  

End Function  
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which will allow the account type to be set when an object of type Account is 

 

(e) Define a class called savings account which inherits from the Account class in question c. 

Write the code for the calcInterest function based on the following rules: 

1. Amounts less than 100 earn 10% interest, 

2. Amounts that don’t match rule 1 but are less than 1000 earn 12% interest, 

function this for [7]  detail implementation class. your in 

Solution: (  G  )  

Class MustInherit Account  
Protected Dim _type As String  

Public Readonly Property AccountType() As String  

Get  
Return _type  

Get  End 
Property  End 

_  MustOverride Public 
amount as Double) As Double  ( calcInterest Function 

End Class  

( d ) Provide the definition for a constructor for the class in t he previous question  

End Sub  

created. [3]  

Solution:  

G  )  (  

set in As long as the type member from the previous question is some way:  

Public Sub New(type As String )  

_type = type  
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Question 5 ADO.NET [12]  

(a) Discuss the similarities between the structure of data stored in text files, and data stored 

in a database. [3] 

Solution: (A) Data stored in a database consists of records which are made up of 

fields, in text-files data is also stored in records (one per line)and fields are normally 

separated with a special character. 

(b) List and explain 2 advantages the use of a database offers over a plain text-file. [4] 

earn rules previous the don’t any of that Amounts 3. match 13. [7]  interest. % 5 

Solution:  

Class SavingsAccount  

Inherits Account  

Function Public Overrides _  
calcInterest(ByVal Double) As amount _  

As Double ’ signature  
of prev question  ’must match definition 

Dim Double  As ret 
Case ’ for correct test  amount Select 

Case Is < 100  

* amount 1.1  ret = 
Case 100 To 999  

ret = amount * 1.12  
999  > Is Case 

= ret 1.135  
End Select  

Return ret  

Function  End 

End Class  

Solution: ( A ) Open question, some examples:  
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• Faster search: locating specific data in a text-file requires a sequential read of 

the entire file; in a RDB, queries allow you to quickly locate the data 

• Decoupling data storage management from data use: With a text-file the 

application must perform its own storage management of the data, with a 

RDB, the RDBMS takes care of this, and the application can focus on using 

the data 

(c) Discuss the use of the QueryBuilder to create SQL statements. Provide an example.

 [5] 

Solution: (C,A) The QueryBuilder is a visual tool which helps programmers to 

construct SQL statements (database queries). Any example which provides the 

following: adding a query to a bound control, selecting the data source, and then 

selecting the fields from the record to display (filtering, sorting, and so on) 

Total: 75 
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